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Ortec Finance 

How to handle stress tests in OPAL?

But first: why?
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Decision support
Through scenario analysis

○ Insights into risk and return                               

→ input for informed decisions on how to 

reach investment goals

○ Methodology based on historical data,  

patterns, trends, business cycles, expert 

opinions and the current market situation                                          

→ realistic economic scenarios
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We enable people to 
manage the complexity 
of investment decision 

making

Personal initiative and
helping each other

Long-term
relationships

Belief in models

Continuous innovation

Independent and reliable

We enable people to 
manage the complexity 
of investment decision 

making

Our mission and core values
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How can we help financial advisors who are no 
scenario experts?

A scenario graph only is not always enough to                                             
‘tell the story’ …
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Scenarios to support ‘story telling’

○Helping to tell the story via our economic scenarios, including:

▪ specific scenarios like specific market conditions, stress tests and what-ifs

▪ simple stories about what's happening in the world or might happen

○High-over to more detailed approach

○Key facts & figures

○Easy to use and easy to understand
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Scenarios to support ‘story telling’
And also…

○Helping advisors to:

▪ show added value

▪ discuss certain market conditions 

and impact on the client situation

▪ manage the expectations of clients

○ Higher risk awareness for clients
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In user trainings we use examples like weather forecasts
As an easy way to explain stochastic scenario simulation

Projection of client’s future financial situation: 

All necessary information for financial insights:

- Economic drivers

- Product information

- Client information and goals

Weather forecasts: 

In order to take the right measures, you need to know what

could happen, by assessing all drivers that affect conditions:

- Wind and temperature

- Humidity

- Geolocation

- …

Things might change 
over time… so

monitor and act! 
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As proof of our methodology we show back testing info
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Extra scenarios based on specific market conditions
Narratives (what-ifs) → ‘deterministic scenarios’

Stagflation
Financial repression
Inflation
Deflation

Still in our innovation thinking 
process, so not developed (yet)
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Scenario selector (example in OPAL GUI)

Current scenarios

Suggested scenarios
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Inflation

Facts:

• revolutionary innovations → higher than 

expected growth

• higher wages, tightness labour market →

wage-price spiral

• central banks fighting against interest rate 

hikes → bonds more attractive, equity down 

on short term

• in the end: inflation in control 

• interest rate term flatter

example
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Stagflation

Facts:

• extraordinairy monetary support (war/pandemic)

• labour market shortages / supply chains / energy 

transition → higher price levels

• sharp increase inflation

• productivity lower

• confidence crisis → sharp correction equity 

markets and widen yield spreads

• reluctance to increase interest rates further

example
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Financial repression

Facts:

• unprecedented fiscal support

• rising interest rates to stimulate not an option

• rates lower than rising inflation

• over heating; in the end: deflation

• collapse consumer spending

• deflation asset price bubbels

example
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Deflation

Facts:

• commodity chock due to Ukraine war

• contraction monetary policy to fight 

inflation → new financial crisis globally

• economy shrinking, confidence falling →

lower prices and demand

• cutting interest rates, negative rates and 

equity returns

example
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Climate risk scenarios
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Climate risk scenarios
Costs of climate could impact portfolio returns

○ The Ortec Finance Scenarioset (OFS) doesn’t include a specific climate paths (no ‘view’)
○ Adding specific scenarios based on IPCC climate scenarios could visualize that climate 

impacts future return prospects

○With the climate scenario data, we can test the differences between portfolios, given 
climate risk

Traditional portfolio Sustainable portfolio
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Paris Orderly Transition Paris Disorderly Transition Failed Transition

Climate change and investment decisions
We defined three Climate scenarios
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Climate risk

“How could climate change affect my 

portfolio?” 

“What is the difference between portfolio 

A and B in terms of transition risk?” 

example
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Ortec Finance 

How to check clients’ ESG preferences on both client 
level and product level?
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Intake ESG-preferences
Do you already do an intake of ESG?

○ How do you map the result to a product?

○ Is this on product level or on clientlevel?
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Example: ESG Communication
ESG Preferences indication
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Example: ESG Communication Willingness to invest Sustainable
with this portfolio
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Example: ESG Communication
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Example: ESG Communication
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Example: ESG Communication
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Which communication do you prefer and why?

1. 2.
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Different rating structures
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Different rating structures
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Ortec Finance 

How to define goals together with your clients?
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Scenarios to support ‘story telling’

○ Research with the University of Maastricht on Automated Advice

▪ Goal Definition (consumors and advisors)

○ Pilots withs clients
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Research Peer-to-Peer
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Goal Intake
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Ortec Finance 

Other innovations

To stay future proof
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In development: Cloud Native
2023-2024

○future-proof technical platform

○scalability improvement 

○quality and performance assurance 

→ More info follows through our consultants
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Ortec Finance 

Do you like these innovations?

Which one do you prefer?
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Ortec Finance 

Thanks!



Disclaimer

The information contained in this communication is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the 
use of the individual recipient. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, 
distribution or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.
Ortec Finance is neither liable for the proper and complete transmission of the information contained in this communication 
nor for any delay in its receipt. The information in this communication is not intended as a recommendation or as an 
offer unless it is explicitly mentioned as such. No rights can be derived from this message. This communication is from 
Ortec Finance, a company registered in Rotterdam, The Netherlands under company number 24421148 with registered office 
at Boompjes 40, 3011 XB Rotterdam, The Netherlands. All our services and activities are governed by our general terms 
and conditions which may be consulted on www.ortec-finance.com and shall be forwarded free of charge upon request. 
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